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Secure Data Aggregation in Wireless Sensor
Networks

Sankardas Roy, Mauro Conti, Sanjeev Setia, and Sushil Jajodia

Abstract—In a large sensor network, in-network data aggrega-
tion significantly reduces the amount of communication and en-
ergy consumption. Recently, the research community has proposed
a robust aggregation framework called synopsis diffusion which
combines multipath routing schemes with duplicate-insensitive al-
gorithms to accurately compute aggregates (e.g., predicate Count,
Sum) in spite of message losses resulting from node and transmis-
sion failures. However, this aggregation framework does not ad-
dress the problem of false subaggregate values contributed by com-
promised nodes resulting in large errors in the aggregate computed
at the base station, which is the root node in the aggregation hi-
erarchy. This is an important problem since sensor networks are
highly vulnerable to node compromises due to the unattended na-
ture of sensor nodes and the lack of tamper-resistant hardware.
In this paper, we make the synopsis diffusion approach secure

against attacks in which compromised nodes contribute false sub-
aggregate values. In particular, we present a novel lightweight ver-
ification algorithm by which the base station can determine if the
computed aggregate (predicate Count or Sum) includes any false
contribution. Thorough theoretical analysis and extensive simula-
tion study show that our algorithm outperforms other existing ap-
proaches. Irrespective of the network size, the per-node communi-
cation overhead in our algorithm is .

Index Terms—Base station, data aggregation, hierarchical ag-
gregation, in-network aggregation, sensor network security, syn-
opsis diffusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) are increasingly
used in several applications [1], such as wild habitat

monitoring, forest fire detection, and military surveillance.
After being deployed in the field of interest, sensor nodes
organize themselves into a multihop network with the base
station as the central point of control. Typically, a sensor node
is severely constrained in terms of computation capability
and energy reserves. A straightforward method to collect the
sensed information from the network is to allow each sensor
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node’s reading to be forwarded to the base station, possibly via
other intermediate nodes, before the base station processes the
received data. However, this method is prohibitively expensive
in terms of communication overhead (or energy spent).
In large WSNs, computing aggregates in-network (i.e.,

combining partial results at intermediate nodes during message
routing) significantly reduces the amount of communication
and hence the energy consumed. An approach used by several
data acquisition systems for WSNs [2], [3] is to construct
a spanning tree rooted at the base station, and then perform
in-network aggregation along the tree. The important aggre-
gates considered by the research community include Count,
and Sum. Note that it is straightforward to generalize these
aggregates to predicate Count (e.g., number of sensors whose
reading is higher than 100 unit) and Sum. Furthermore, Average
can be computed from Count and Sum. A Sum algorithm can
be also extended to compute Standard Deviation and Statistical
Moment of any order.
Tree-based aggregation approaches are not resilient to com-

munication losses resulting from node and transmission fail-
ures, which are relatively common in WSNs. To address this
problem, the research community has proposed the use of mul-
tipath routing techniques for forwarding subaggregates [2]. For
aggregates such as Min and Max, which are duplicate-insensi-
tive, this approach provides a fault-tolerant solution. However,
for duplicate-sensitive aggregates, such as Count and Sum, mul-
tipath routing leads to double-counting of sensor readings. Re-
cently, several researchers [4], [5] have presented clever algo-
rithms to solve the double-counting problem associated with
multipath approaches. A robust and scalable aggregation frame-
work called synopsis diffusion has been proposed for computing
duplicate-sensitive aggregates, such as Count and Sum. This ap-
proach uses a ring topology where a node may have multiple
parents in the aggregation hierarchy, and each sensed value or
subaggregate is represented by a duplicate-insensitive bitmap
called synopsis.
However, most of the existing in-network data aggregation

algorithms have no provisions for security. A compromised
node might attempt to thwart the aggregation process by
launching several attacks, such as eavesdropping, jamming,
message dropping, message fabrication, and so on. This paper
focuses on one of the most vexing attacks: the falsified sub-
aggregate attack, in which a compromised node relays a false
subaggregate to the parent node with the aim of injecting error
to the final value of the aggregate computed at the base station.
The threat model is detailed in Section IV.
In this paper, we design an algorithm to compute aggregates,

such as Count and Sum, and to enable the base station to verify
if the computed aggregate is valid. We call this algorithm the
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verification algorithm, though strictly speaking, it is an aggre-
gate computation and verification algorithm. The key observa-
tion which we exploit to minimize the communication overhead
of this algorithm is that to verify the correctness of the final
synopsis (the aggregate of the whole network) the base station
does not need to receive authentication messages from all of the
nodes. We validate the performance of our algorithm via both
theoretical analysis and simulation. Irrespective of the network
size, the per-node communication overhead in our verification
algorithm is , while that of the least expensive existing al-
gorithm (which is [6]) is , where is the value of the
aggregate, Count or Sum.
It is to be noted that while our algorithm is designed having

WSNs in mind, it is straightforward to extend our solution for
secure aggregation query processing in a large-scale distributed
database system over the Internet [6].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

reviews the body of related work, and Section III briefly
presents the synopsis diffusion approach. Section IV describes
the problem statement and the assumptions, and Section V
discusses our verification protocol. Section VI presents the
simulation results, and Section VII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Several researchers have studied problems related to data ag-
gregation in WSNs.

A. Data Aggregation Without any Provision for Security

The tiny aggregation service (TAG) to compute aggregates,
such as Count and Sum, using tree-based aggregation algo-
rithms were proposed in [2]. Similar algorithms were proposed
in [3]. Moreover, tree-based aggregation algorithms to compute
an order-statistic have been proposed in [7]. To address the
communication loss problem in tree-based algorithms the
authors in [5] designed an aggregation framework called syn-
opsis diffusion to compute Count and Sum, which uses a ring
topology. Authors in [4] independently proposed very similar
algorithms. These works use duplicate-insensitive algorithms
for computing aggregates based on the algorithm in [8] for
counting distinct elements in a multiset.

B. Secure Aggregation Techniques

Several secure aggregation algorithms have been proposed
assuming that the base station is the only aggregator node in the
network [9]–[11]. It is not straightforward to extend these works
for verifying in-network aggregation unless we direct each node
to send an authentication message to the base station, which is a
very expensive solution. Only recently, the research community
has been paying attention to the security issues of hierarchical
aggregation.
A tree-based verification algorithmwas designed in [12]–[14]

by which the base station can detect if the final aggregate, Count
or Sum, is falsified. We are unable to extend this idea for ver-
ifying a synopsis because the synopsis computation is dupli-
cate-insensitive. A verification algorithm for computing Count
and Sum within the synopsis diffusion approach was designed
in [6]. Our algorithm has some similarity with [6] except the fact
that our algorithm attempts to further reduce the communication

Fig. 1. Synopsis diffusion over a ring topology—A node may have multiple
parents, e.g., has three parents, , , .

overhead in a novel approach. In addition, we provide extensive
theoretical analysis to find the best tradeoff between the security
and communication overhead. Recently, a few novel protocols
have been proposed for “secure outsourced aggregation” [15];
however, these algorithms are not designed for WSNs.
Although algorithms in [6], [12], [13] and our verification

protocol prevent the base station from accepting a false aggre-
gate, they do not guarantee the successful computation of the ag-
gregate in the presence of the attack. Some researchers also de-
signed attack-resilient computation algorithms to empower the
base station to filter out the false contributions of the compro-
mised nodes from the aggregate. The first attack-resilient hierar-
chical data aggregation protocol was designed in [16]. However,
this scheme is secure when only one malicious nodes is present.
The attestation phase of SDAP [14] can be expensively used to
compute Count and Sum in the presence of a few compromised
nodes. Recently, an attack-resilient aggregation algorithm for
computing Count and Sum has been proposed in [17], which
is based on a sampling technique. Despite the adversarial inter-
ference, this algorithm can produce a -approximation of
the target aggregate. We previously presented an attack-resilient
aggregation algorithm [18] for the synopsis diffusion frame-
work. The verification protocol we propose in this paper has a
very light overhead compared to all these attack resilient solu-
tions. We note that attack-resilient computation is a more gen-
eral problem than verification. The fact that our previous paper
[18] focuses on a more general problem than the one discussed
in the current paper may raise some questions from the reader.
We stress that though our previous work [18] addresses a more
general problem, it incurs high latency and does not present a
lightweight verification algorithm. A thorough comparison of
the current paper with the literature is present in Section V-E.

III. PRELIMINARIES: SYNOPSIS DIFFUSION

In [5] and [4], the authors designed an aggregation frame-
work called synopsis diffusion which uses a ring topology as
illustrated in Fig. 1. During the query distribution phase, nodes
form a set of rings around the base station (BS) based on their
distance in terms of hops from BS. By we denote the ring
consisting of the nodes which are hops away from BS.
In the subsequent aggregation period, starting in the outer-

most ring, each node generates and broadcasts a local synopsis
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, where is the synopsis generation function and
is the sensor value relevant to the query. A node in ring

will receive broadcasts from all of the nodes in its communica-
tion range in ring . It will then combine its own local syn-
opsis with the synopses received from its children using a syn-
opsis fusion function and then broadcast the updated syn-
opsis. Thus, the fused synopses propagate level-by-level until
they reach BS, which first combines the received synopses using

and then uses the synopsis evaluation function to
translate the final synopsis to the answer to the query.
We now describe the duplicate-insensitive synopsis diffusion

algorithms for Count and Sum. These algorithms are based on
a probabilistic algorithm [8] for counting the number of distinct
elements in a multiset.

A. Count

In this algorithm, each node generates a local synopsis
which is a bit vector of length , where is

the upper bound on Count. To generate , node executes
the function given as follows (Algorithm 1), where
is the node’s identifier. Algorithm 1 can be interpreted as

a coin-tossing experiment (with a cryptographic hash function
, modeled as a random oracle whose output is 0 or 1, simu-

lating a fair coin-toss), which returns the number of coin tosses,
say , until the first head occurs or if tosses have oc-
curred with no heads occurring. In the synopsis generation func-
tion , the th bit of is set to “1” while all other bits
are “0”. Thus, is a bit vector of the form with
probability .

Algorithm 1

begin

;

while do

;

end

return ;

end

The synopsis fusion function is the bitwise Boolean OR
of the synopses being combined. Each node fuses its local
synopsis with the synopses it receives from its children. Let
denote the final synopsis computed by BS by combining all of

the synopses received from its child nodes. We observe that
will be a bit vector of length of the form , where
is the lowest order bit in that is 0. BS can estimate Count

from via the synopsis evaluation function : The count of
nodes in the network is . The synopsis evaluation
function is based on Property 2 as follows. Intuitively, the
number of sensor nodes is proportional to since no node
has set the th bit while computing . We now present
a definition often used in this paper.

Definition: The fused synopsis of a node , , is recur-
sively defined as follows. If is a leaf node (i.e., is in the
outermost ring), is its local synopsis . If is a nonleaf
node, is the logical OR of ’s local synopsis with ’s
children’s fused synopses.
If node receives synopses from

child nodes , respectively, then computes
as follows ( denotes the bitwise OR operator):

(1)

Note that represents the subaggregate of node , including
its descendant nodes. We note that is same as the final
synopsis .
We present a few important properties of the final synopsis

computed at BS. The first two properties have been derived in
[4] and [8], while Property 3 is documented from our observa-
tion. Let denote the th bit of , where bits are
numbered starting from the left. Also, is the number of nodes
present in the network.
Property 1: For , with

probability . For , with probability
.
This result implies that for a network of nodes, we expect

that has an initial prefix of all ones and a suffix of all zeros,
while only the bits around exhibit much variation.
This provides an estimate of the number of bits, , required for
a node’s local synopsis. In practice, bits are
sufficient to represent with high probability [8], where
is the upper bound of Count. This result also indicates that the
length of the prefix of all ones in can be used to estimate .
Let , i.e., is the location of the leftmost
zero in . Then is a random variable representing
the length of the prefix of all ones in the synopsis. The following
results hold for .
Property 2: The expected value of , ,

where the constant is approximately 0.7735. The standard de-
viation of , .
The first part of this result implies that can be used as an

unbiased estimator of . It is the basis for the synopsis
evaluation function , which estimates as . The
second part implies that estimates of derived from will
often be off by a factor of two or more in either direction. To
reduce the standard deviation of , [8] proposed an algorithm
named PCSA, where multiple synopses are computed in par-
allel.
Property 3: If nodes participate in Count algorithm, the

expected number of nodes that will contribute a “1” to the th
bit of the final synopsis is . We refer to these nodes as
contributing nodes for bit of .
This property is derived from the observation that each node
sets the th bit of its local synopsis with probability .

As an example, for bit , the expected
number of contributing nodes is . This result also
implies that the expected number of nodes that contribute a “1”
to the bits right to the th bit (i.e., bits , where ) is
approximately . As an example, the expected number of
contributing nodes for bits is approximately .
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B. Sum

The Count algorithm can be extended for computing Sum.
The synopsis generation function for Sum is a modifi-
cation of that for Count, while the fusion function and
the evaluation function for Sum are identical to those for
Count.
To generate the local synopsis to represent its sensed

value , node invokes , used for Count synopsis gen-
eration, times.1 In the th, invocation, node
executes the function where is constructed by

concatenating its ID and integer (i.e., ), and is
the synopsis length. The value of is taken as , where
is an upper bound on the value of Sum aggregate. Unlike the

local synopsis of a node for Count, more than one bit in the local
synopsis of a node for Sum may be equal to “1”. The pseudo
code of the synopsis generation function, , is
presented in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2

begin

;

;

while do

;

;

;

;

end

return ;

end

Note that Count can be considered as a special case of Sum
where each node’s sensor reading is equal to one unit. Authors
in [4] showed that Properties 1 and 2 described previously for
Count synopsis also hold for Sum synopsis, with appropriate
modifications. Next we present the properties of Sum synopsis,
which we will find useful in the rest of this paper. Let

denote the th bit of the final synopsis , where bits are
numbered starting from the left. Furthermore, is the Sum of
the values sensed by the network nodes.
Property 1: For , with

probability . For , with probability
.
Property 2: Let represent the length of the prefix of all

ones in , i.e., where . The
expected value of , , where .
The standard deviation of .

1Without loss of generality, each sensor reading is assumed to be an integer.
In case the sensed values have places after the decimal, each sensor can map
the sensed value to an integer (by multiplying with a constant ) during
the aggregation, and BS can scale back the final aggregate.

Similarly, as in the case of Count, the PCSA algorithm [8] can
be used to reduce the error in the estimate for Sum by computing
multiple (say ) synopses in parallel. We do not further discuss
PCSA algorithm in this paper because our secure protocol can
be readily applied to multiple synopses.
Unlike the previous properties, Property 3 is not a straight-

forward extension of its counterpart for Count synopsis. From
the construction of the synopsis generation function,
(Algorithm 2), we observe that if the Sum is , then the function

is invoked times in total considering synopsis genera-
tion of all nodes. Each node gets a chance to set the th bit of

, its local synopsis, times—each time with probability
. So, the expected number of contributing nodes for the th

bit of not only depends on the total number of nodes and
the value of but also on the distribution of sensor readings.
Property 3: The expected number of invocations of

that will contribute a “1” to the th bit of the final synopsis is
, where is the value of Sum.

As an example, with , the expected
number of invocations of which set the th bit to “1” is

. This result also implies that the expected number
of contributing nodes for bit is less than . Furthermore,
the expected number of invocations of that contribute a
“1” to the bits right to the th bit (i.e., bits , where )
is approximately . As an example, the expected number of
invocations of that contribute a “1” to the bits right to the
th bit is approximately , which implies that the expected
number of contributing nodes for the bits to the right of the th
bit is less than . This property ensures that the communica-
tion overhead of our verification algorithm is low.

IV. ASSUMPTIONS, THREAT MODEL, AND
PROBLEM STATEMENT

We now present the assumptions, discuss the threat model,
and formally state the problem that we address in this paper.

A. Assumptions

The system assumptions and the security infrastructure are as
follows.
System Assumptions: We assume that the sensor nodes form

a multihop network with BS as the central point of control. We
also assume that sensor nodes are similar to the current genera-
tion of sensor nodes, e.g., MicaZ or Telos motes, in their compu-
tational and communication capabilities and power resources,
while BS is a laptop class device supplied with long-lasting
power.
Security Infrastructure: We assume that BS cannot be com-

promised and it uses a protocol such as [19] to authen-
ticate its broadcast messages to the network nodes. We also as-
sume each node shares a pair-wise key with BS. Let the key of
the node with ID be denoted as . To authenticate a mes-
sage to BS, a node sends a Message Authentication Code
(MAC) generated using the key .

B. Threat Model

The synopsis diffusion framework on its own does not
include any provisions for security. Consequently, it is subject
to various attacks from unauthorized or compromised nodes.
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To stop unauthorized nodes from interfering in (or eavesdrop-
ping on) communications among honest nodes, we can extend
the aggregation framework with standard authentication and
encryption protocols. So, we do not see any need to consider
the attacks coming from unauthorized nodes in the rest of this
paper. However, cryptographic mechanisms cannot prevent
attacks launched by compromised nodes because the adversary
can obtain cryptographic keys from the compromised nodes.
Compromised nodes might attempt to thwart the aggregate

computation process in multiple ways; we discuss them as fol-
lows and identify the scope of this paper.
1) Violating data privacy: A compromised node which hap-
pens to be an in-network data aggregator may leak (to the
adversary) the sensor readings (and subaggregates) which
receives from ’s child nodes. Several researchers [20]

proposed privacy-preserving algorithms. We do not con-
sider this problem in the rest of this paper.

2) Falsifying the local value: A compromised node can fal-
sify its own sensor reading with the goal of influencing the
aggregate value. There are three cases. Case (i): If the local
value of a honest node can be any value (i.e., not bounded
by the domain of application), then a compromised node
can pretend to sense any value. In this case, there is no way
to detect the falsified local value attack (as also confirmed
in [12]). We leave Case (i) out of the scope of this paper.
Case (ii): If the local value of a honest node is bounded,
and a compromised node falsifies the local value within
the bound, there is no solution for detecting such an attack
as in Case (i). We only observe that in Case (ii), the im-
pact of this attack is limited as explained in Section V-D2.
Case (iii): The local value of a honest node is bounded,
and a compromised node falsifies the local value outside
the bound. Our algorithm does detect Case (iii) attack sce-
nario (see Section V-D2).

3) Falsifying the subaggregate: A compromised node can
falsify the subaggregate which is supposed to compute
based on the messages received from ’s child nodes. It
is challenging to guard against this attack, and addressing
this challenge is the main focus of this paper.

We assume that if a node is compromised, all the information
it holds will be compromised. We conservatively assume that
all malicious nodes can collude or can be under the control of a
single attacker. We use a Byzantine fault model, where the ad-
versary can inject anymessage through the compromised nodes.
Compromised nodes may behave in arbitrarily malicious ways,
which means that the subaggregate of a compromised node can
be arbitrarily generated.

C. Problem Description

Our goal is to detect the falsified subaggregate attack against
Count or Sum algorithm. More formally, our goal is to detect
if , the synopsis received at BS is the same as the “true” final
synopsis .Without loss of generality, we present our algorithm
in the context of Sum aggregate. As Count is a special case of
Sum, where each node reports a unit value, this algorithm are
readily applicable to Count aggregate also.

Fig. 2. Example of falsified subaggregate attack: Node is supposed to aggre-
gate its local synopsis with received synopses (from child nodes , , and
) using the boolean OR operation. However, malicious node injects false

“1”s in its fused synopsis . Fabricated represents a bogus subaggregate
at , which is higher than ’s true subaggregate.

Attack: Since BS estimates the aggregate based on the
lowest order bit that is “0” in the final synopsis, a compro-
mised node would need to falsify its fused synopsis such
that it would affect the value of . It can accomplish this by
simply inserting “1”s in one or more bits in positions , where

, in which it broadcasts to its parents. Let
denote the synopsis finally broadcast by . Note that does
not need to know the true value of ; it can simply set some
higher order bits to “1” with the expectation that this will affect
the value of computed by BS.
Since the synopsis fusion function is a bitwise Boolean OR,

the fused synopsis computed at any node which is at the higher
level than node on the aggregation hierarchy will contain the
false contributions of node . We observe that when a node
computes the fused synopsis , is not sure if contains
any false “1”s contributed by a compromised node lower in the
hierarchy. The observation is true also for the BS when it com-
putes the final synopsis .We call the “1” bits which are present
in but not in the false “1”s in the rest of this paper.
Note that a compromised node can introduce a false “1” at

bit in by launching either of the following attacks.
1) Falsified subaggregate attack: just flips bit in from
“0” to “1”—not having a local aggregate justifying that “1”
in the synopsis .

2) Falsified local value attack: injects a false “1” at bit in
its local synopsis, . The falsified synopsis, , induces
bit in to be “1”. Note that true local sensed value, ,
corresponds to .

Fig. 2 illustrates an example of the falsified subaggregate at-
tack. Node has three child nodes which are , and ,
and receives from them synopses , , and , re-
spectively. Node is supposed to aggregate its local synopsis

with the received synopses using the boolean OR opera-
tion. That means, the fused synopsis of should be

. However, in this example, malicious node
increases the number of “1”s in by injecting false “1”s

into without forging . The fabricated represents a
bogus subaggregate at , which is higher than ’s true subag-
gregate. Note that in another example (not shown in the figure),
could launch falsified local value attack by adding false “1”s

in .
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Let , where be the lowest order bit that is “0” in
the received final synopsis . Also, let , where is the
lowest order bit that is “0” in the correct final synopsis . Then
BS’s estimate of the aggregate will be larger than the correct
estimate by a factor of . So, with the above-mentioned
technique, the compromised node can inject a large amount of
error in the final estimate of BS (inflation attack).
We also observe that even a single node can launch the infla-

tion attack with a high rate of success because the use of multi-
path routing in the synopsis diffusion approach makes it highly
likely that the falsified synopsis will be propagated to BS. If is
the packet loss rate and if each node has parents in the aggre-
gation hierarchy, then the probability of success for this attack is

, if the compromised node hops away from BS. As
an example, if , , and , then the probability
that the attack will succeed is 99.5%.
On the other hand, it is very hard to launch a deflation attack

which aims to cause the aggregate estimate of BS being lower
than the true estimate. When a compromised node changes a
bit in its fused synopsis, from “1” to “0”, it has no effect
if there is another node that contributes a “1” to bit in its
local synopsis and hence to bit in the final synopsis . To
make this attack a success, the attacker must compromise all of
the possible paths from node to BS so that ’s “1” cannot
reach BS, which is hard to achieve. If there is more than one
node which contribute to the same bit, then it is even harder. To
compute the occurrence probability of the deflation attack, let us
consider the worst case scenario where only one node con-
tributes to a “1” bit. Say is the packet loss rate, each node has
parents in the aggregation hierarchy, and a node can be com-

promised with probability . To make this attack successful, at
least nodes have to fail to receive (from the child nodes due to
packet loss) or forward (to the parent nodes due to being com-
promised) aggregation messages. So, the success probability of
the deflation attack is . As an example, if ,

, and (i.e., 1% nodes are compromised), then
this probability is .
In the rest of this paper, we do not further discuss the deflation

attack (changing “1” to “0”). We restrict our discussion to the
inflation attack (changing “0” to “1”), which we call the false
“1” injection attack. That means the goal of our attacker is only
to increase the estimate of the aggregate.

V. VERIFICATION ALGORITHM

Now, we present a verification algorithm to detect the attacks
discussed previously. A list of notations used is given in Table I.

A. Background

Recall that a compromised node launches the falsified sub-
aggregate attack by inserting one or more false “1”s in its fused
synopsis. A straightforward solution to detect the falsified sub-
aggregate attack is as follows. BS broadcasts an aggregation
query message which includes a random value, Seed, associ-
ated to the current query. In the subsequent aggregation phase,
along with the fused synopsis , each node also sends a

TABLE I
NOTATIONS TO DESCRIBE SUM VERIFICATION PROTOCOL

MAC towards BS authenticating its sensed value . Node
uses Seed and its own ID to compute its MAC. As a result, BS is
able to detect any false “1” bits inserted in the final synopsis .
In particular, if node contributes to bits in its

local synopsis , it generates a MAC, MAC ,
where is the key that node shares with BS and the
format of is Seed . Each node sends
a message where might
be needed by BS to regenerate the MAC for the verification.
We observe that this approach requires MACs to be
forwarded to BS, and hence, this approach is not suitable for a
sensor network. Our verification algorithm presented as follows
also uses similar MACs but reduces the total number of them.
Throughout this paper when we say a message contains a MAC
, we also mean that the corresponding is attached to . To

save space, we do not always explicitly mention this although
we take into account the resulting additional byte overhead in
the simulation experiments.
Finally, in the rest of the paper, by the term false MAC we

refer to any string that does not correspond to the MAC gener-
ation scheme described previously. Note that a false MAC can
be associated either to a false “1” or to a true “1” bit. In par-
ticular, a compromised node can generate a false MAC (in
the context of computing the function MAC ) in four
ways: 1) by using a false ; 2) by using a false key ; 3) by
doing both of 1) and 2); or 4) by simply sending a bogus string
of bits. Note that a MAC being generated using a valid key does
not guarantee that it is a valid MAC. In fact, this MAC might
be generated with a valid key but with a false local value
and would correspond to a falsified local value attack [Case 3)
of Section IV-B]. This attack would be detected by BS (as ex-
plained in Section V-D2). We consider a MAC for which
there is no valid local value that contributes to (i.e., is
forged) as a false MAC, even if was generated using a valid
key. As BS re-executes the MAC generation process for each
received MAC, a false MAC cannot go undetected (formally
discussed in Lemma 5.2).
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B. Protocol Overview

We observe that, in general, BS can verify the final synopsis
if it receives one valid MAC for each “1” bit in the synopsis. In
fact, to verify a particular “1” bit, say bit , BS does not need
to receive authentication messages from all of the nodes which
contribute to bit . As an example, more than half of the nodes
are likely to contribute to the leftmost bit of the synopsis (Prop-
erty 3 of Sum synopsis), while to verify this bit, BS needs to
receive a MAC only from one of these nodes. Hence, it is suffi-
cient for each node in the aggregation hierarchy to forward only
one MAC corresponding to each “1” bit in the synopsis.
Our verification algorithm further reduces the communica-

tion overhead per node. In particular, each node forwards one
MAC each for at most bits in the synopsis, where is a small
constant (e.g., 5). This ensures, as shown later, that BS will be
able to authenticate the rightmost “1” bits in the final syn-
opsis. Then, as proven later, BS can securely compute with
very high probability, where is the length of the prefix of con-
secutive “1”s in the final synopsis . We remind the reader that
determines the value of the final aggregate. The higher the

value of , the greater is the probability that our scheme will
detect a false “1” bit in the final synopsis. We name the constant
“ ” the “test length” for obvious reason.

C. Protocol Operation

The verification protocol runs concurrently with the original
synopsis diffusion protocol [4], [5] described as follows. We
remind the reader that in the original protocol, synopses
are computed. However, for ease of exposition, we describe our
verification protocol with respect to one single synopsis. Each
synopsis can be verified independently and hence our algorithm
is readily applicable for computing multiple synopses.
1) Query Dissemination: In this phase, BS broadcasts the

name of the aggregate to compute, a random number Seed
and the chosen value of “test length”, . The query that BS
broadcasts is as follows ( is the name of the aggregate (e.g.,
“Sum”)):

Seed

During this phase, nodes form a set of rings around BS based
on their distance in hops from BS, as in [4] and [5].
2) Aggregation Phase: Each node executes the aggregation

phase of the original synopsis diffusion protocol along with
sending some authentication messages. Recall that during the
falsified subaggregate attack the fused synopsis, computed
at a node can be different from ’s true fused synopsis .
We start the description of this phase by introducing the fol-

lowing notations. denotes the MAC, generated by , au-
thenticating the th bit of its local synopsis . Note that
is required to be generated only if , i.e., there are no
MAC for “0” bits. Furthermore, for a particular , denotes
one arbitrary element of the following set: ,
where elements of the set are enumerated with respect to . As
an example, if nodes and set bit to be “1” in their local
synopses, then corresponds to either or .

When a node broadcasts to its parents, for each of
the rightmost “1”s in it also forwards one MAC.2 The
corresponding message is as follows:

where represents a set of MACs,
with denoting the

index of the th rightmost “1” bit in . To avoid any
confusion, note that represents just a bit index. Recall that
the bits in the synopsis are numbered from left to right. As an
example, if , (the index of
the rightmost “1” bit is 10), (the index of the second
rightmost “1” bit is 8), and so on.
It is worth noting that all of the MACs in are not nec-

essarily generated by node . In fact, randomly selects these
MACs from the pool of MACs received from its child nodes

or generated by itself. In general, node might have more than
one MAC (received from its child nodes or generated by itself)
for one particular “1” bit in . However, for each of the right-
most “1” bits, node forwards just one of these MACs (i.e.,
MACs in total). Later, we will see that acts as a param-

eter which trades between the communication overhead and the
level of security. The pseudo code run by each node is pre-
sented as the procedure VerifiableAggregation (Algorithm 3).

Algorithm 3 VerifiableAggregation

begin

receive
from child nodes;

; aggregate
received synopses with local one

the index of the th rightmost “1”

bit in , where is the
largest such integer not higher than ; may have
fewer than “1” bits where .

generate one MAC for bit for ;

construct the union of the received
MACs and the self-generated ones;

randomly select
from ;

broadcast to parents;

end

Finally, after receiving the messages from its child nodes, BS
computes the final synopsis and verifies the received MACs.
If it has received one valid MAC for each of the rightmost
“1”s present in , the verification succeeds and is accepted.
Otherwise, the verification fails.

2We note that to reduce the message size, a source node generates one single
MAC to authenticate all of the bits to which it contributes, say, bit and bit .
However, to help the exposition, our illustrations list these MACs separately as

and .
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Fig. 3. Aggregation phase of verification algorithm. An example.

Fig. 4. Example of MAC forging during aggregation phase.

Example (No Attack): Fig. 3 illustrates the protocol op-
eration with . Node is in ring and nodes ,
and are in ring . , and send to their fused
synopses, , , and

, respectively. Node also forwards one
MAC each for the 4th, 5th, 6th, 8th and 10th bit, which are de-
noted as , , , , and , respectively. Similarly,
receives MACs , , , , and from node , and
, , , , and from . Let the local synopsis of

node , be . fuses all of the received syn-
opses ( , , and ), including its local synopsis ,
to compute its fused synopsis , and sends it to the parent
nodes in ring . In this example, .
also forwards the MACs for the five rightmost “1” bits ( ,
, , , and ) to its parent nodes.
Example (With Attack): In the previous example, if is

malicious, it may inject a false “1” in at the 11th bit resulting
in . It can also generate a false MAC

to vouch for this false “1”. Node forwards the MACs
for the five rightmost “1” bits ( , , , , and )
to its parent nodes. An example of such an attack is shown in
Fig. 4. In this example, MAC is claimed to be generated by
an arbitrary node selected by the adversary, and ’s sensed
value being . Also, note that Seed set to the 11th
bit equal to “1”. For ease of exposition, we only show in this
example the relevant messages and assume the forged MAC is
forwarded directly to the BS (BS being the parent of node P).
We see that BS does the verification and detects this attack. Note
that can generate this false by either of the four ways
discussed in Section V-A.

D. Correctness

To prove the correctness of the previous verification protocol,
we need to answer the following questions. Question (1): If
no attacker is present, does the verification process end with
a “success”? Question (2): If the false “1”s injection attack is
launched, does this protocol detect it? We answer questions (1)
and (2) in Sections V-D1 and V-D2, respectively.
1) No Attack: To answer Question (1), we recall that in the

absence of the attack, by definition each node ’s local synopsis
, is the same as , each node ’s fused synopsis is

the same as , and BS receives the true final synopsis . That
means, each node in the aggregation hierarchy forwards one
MAC for each of the rightmost “1”s in its fused synopsis .
To see if this ensures that BS will receive at least one MAC for
each of the rightmost “1”s in the received final synopsis ,
we present Claim 5.1 as follows.
Claim 5.1: Let no attacker be present in the network. Let
denote the fused synopsis of node . Let denote the

bit index of the th rightmost “1” in and denote the bit
index of the th rightmost “1” in , . For any node
which has one or more “1” bits in , the following inequality
holds: .

Proof (by Contradiction): As no attack is launched, by def-
inition is the same as and is same as . Assume that
there is one node for which this claim does not hold. That
means there exists one bit in , say the th bit, which is the
th rightmost “1” in , , and . This im-
plies that the number of “1”s to the right of the th bit
in is , but that in is less than . That means there is at
least one “1” bit in which is reset to “0” in . This con-
tradicts the fact that the synopsis fusion function, , is a
bitwise Boolean OR, i.e.,

.
We assume that a node ’s message to one of its parents,
can be lost due to communication failure but it cannot be

partially or wrongly received—node-to-node authentication and
acknowledgment mechanisms can be used to enforce this prop-
erty. It implies that if reaches , all the MACs sent by
also reach .
In our verification protocol, each node in the aggregation

hierarchy forwards one MAC for each of the rightmost “1”s
in its fused synopsis. Claim 5.1 implies that any other node ,
including BS, in the higher level of the hierarchy will receive at
least oneMAC for each of the rightmost “1”s in ’s fused syn-
opsis. This means that in the absence of the attack, this protocol
will end with a “success”. In the example illustrated in Fig. 3,
nodes , , and forward one MAC for each of the rightmost
five “1”s in the corresponding fused synopsis. This ensures that
node receives at least one MAC for each of the rightmost five
“1”s in ’s fused synopsis.
One can argue what would happen if a node (regular or com-

promised) generates an incorrect MAC due to some error such
as a device failure. We note that, even if such rare event occurs,
the security of our protocol will not break. Say the MAC com-
putation algorithm running in a node can produce an incorrect
result with probability . In case an incorrect MAC reaches BS,
that MAC will not pass through the verification step, and hence
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the verification will endwith “failure”. That means, “a false pos-
itive” will occur, and BS will not accept the final aggregate. The
probability of such a false positive can be approximated as
because any of the MACs received by BS being incorrect will
result a “false positive”. In the rest of the paper, we assume that
this probability is negligible.
2) Attack: The attack we face (Section IV-C) corresponds to

injecting a “1” in the synopsis that reaches the BS. This can be
achieved by the adversary in two ways, by injecting the “1” in
an aggregated synopsis (falsified subaggregate attack) or by
injecting it in a local synopsis (falsified local value attack).
We discuss these two cases separately.
Detecting Falsified Subaggregate Attack: Before an-

swering Question (2), we first present an important observation
as Lemma 5.2, which acts as the basis underlying our analysis.
Lemma 5.2: The adversary cannot generate a MAC associ-

ated to a false “1” bit in which BS will not be able to detect
as false.

Proof: Recall from Section V-A that if node con-
tributes to bits in its local synopsis , it
generates a MAC, , where is the
key that node shares with BS and the format of is

Seed . Each node appends with
where .
Let us consider that a compromised node ’s MAC,

reaches BS. First, we observe that use of MACs ensures that
node cannot inject a MAC on behalf of another node without
being detected. We also observe that cannot vouch for a
false “1” at bit because of the following reason. To vouch
for a false “1” at bit , has to be appended in the bit list in
. As a result, BS will detect its falsity after re-executing the
Synopsis Generation Algorithm (Algorithm 2) with parameters
as and the sensed value, . Note that using the same Seed
ensures that in the previous process BS generates exactly the
same synopsis as . So, the only option for to successfully
inject a false “1” is to modify (i.e., launching the falsified
local value attack).
Lemma 5.2 implies that a compromised node cannot suc-

cessfully inject a false yet undetected “1” bit via falsified sub-
aggregate attack—to inject such a “1”, has to launch falsi-
fied local value attack whose solution is discussed at the end of
Section V-D2.
We also recall that in the verification protocol only the right-

most “1”s in the final synopsis are verified, i.e., BS does not
check the validity of other “1”s in . Hence, to answer Question
(2), we need to see whether these checks are sufficient for the
BS to verify the final synopsis . Now, we introduce , which
denotes the following event: A “0” bit appears to the left of the
th rightmost “1” bit in . Later, we discuss the possibility of
a false “1” bit in not being detected considering both of the
cases: (a) event does not occur in synopsis , and (b) event

occurs in synopsis . We discuss these two cases with an
example illustrated in Fig. 5.

Case (a): No “0” appears to the left of the th rightmost
“1”, say bit , in . In this case, the attacker can manage
to change a bit from “0” to “1” only on the right of the
th rightmost “1” bit in . Then, the number of “1”s to
the right of bit increases from to . Because BS will

Fig. 5. Two possibilities with respect to Event . (a) No “0” occurs to the left
of the th rightmost “1” in the final synopsis B. (b) A “0” occurs to the left of
the th rightmost “1” bit in the final synopsis B.

check the MACs of the rightmost “1” bits in , BS will
be able to detect the injected false “1”. So, in this case, the
attacker cannot falsely increase the prefix length in
from the true prefix length in . In the example shown
in Fig. 5(a), where represents the index
of th rightmost “1”.
Case (b): A “0”, say th bit, appears to the left of the th
rightmost “1”, say bit , in . From case (a) we know that
the attack can be detected if it changes a bit (from “0” to
“1”) on the right of . However, in this case the attacker
can manage to change a “0” to “1” on the left of the th
bit. Because BS will just check the MACs of the right-
most “1” bits in , this will result in the attack not being
detected. In the example shown in Fig. 5(b), bit
is “0” where represents the index of th rightmost “1”.
If the attacker falsely injects a “1” at bit , the false
“1” would not be detected in our verification protocol. As
a result, BS overestimates the value of : BS’s estimate
would be , while .

We remind the reader that the aim of the attacker is to inject
false “1”s in while being undetected. We are now interested
in computing the probability for the attacker to succeed. From
cases (a) and (b), we observed that this can happen only if event

occurs. So, the probability that the attacker can succeed is
the same as the probability of event to occur. In the fol-
lowing, we study the probability of event to occur.
To compute , we will use Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, whose

proofs can be found in the online version of this paper [21].
Lemma 5.3: Let the value of Sum be and be the expected

value of in . The probability that , with
and , is

where

We observe from Lemma 5.3 that the probability that
is determined by only the distance of the th bit from the th

bit, where the value of is . Furthermore, in Lemma
5.4, we observe that the bits close (left or right) to bit or far to
the right of bit can be considered as independent.
Lemma 5.4: Let the value of Sum be and be the expected

value of in . The value (“0” or “1”) of any two bits and
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in , with , , , are
independent.
Using Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, we make Claim 5.5, whose de-

tailed proof can be found in the online version [21].
Claim 5.5: , for .
Proof (Sketch) : Lemma 5.3 shows that the probability of a

bit in the synopsis being “0” (or “1”) depends on its closeness to
the th bit: It rapidly decreases (increases) for the bits to the left
of the th bit and rapidly increases (decreases) for the bits to the
right of the th bit. That means, it is very unlikely to find a “0”
far to the left of bit and a “1” far to the right of bit . However,
for event to occur, one “0” has to occur somewhere, say at
bit , and “1”s have to occur to the right of bit . Intuitively,
the most likely “place” where the bit pattern associated to event
may occur is close to . We exploit the previous intuition to

establish the claim.
Let represent the event that “1”s appear to the right of

bit in , . Moreover, let represent the event that bit
is “0” and at the same time occurs. Then, we get

(2)

From Lemma 5.3, we see that for bits ,
; hence, . So, we need to evaluate Expression

2 only for bits . Thanks to Lemma 5.4, for
Expression 2 becomes

(3)

Now we can estimate while we know
(see [21]). Then, substituting this estimate in Expres-

sion 3, we get an upper bound for .
Also, by Boole’s inequality we get the following:

(4)

where is the length of the synopsis.
Let . Substituting estimates of in (4), we

get . By definition of , if , then
. Hence, for .

Similarly, as in Claim 5.5, we computed an upper
bound of for : ,

, and .
The relation between and parameter is that al-

though Claim 5.5 relates specific values of these quantities, it
will be better if we can find a general expression of
in terms of . In search of such an expression, we apply some
approximation techniques to simplify the derivation of
as performed in the body of the proof of Claim 5.5. Finally,
substituting the simplified results in Expression 4 we get (for

)

(5)

The detailed derivation is available in the online version [21].

Detecting Falsified Local Value Attack: In Section IV-B
we presented three cases of this attack and we explained that
we address only Case (iii) (i.e., an individual sensor’s legiti-
mate contribution is bounded, and a compromised node falsi-
fies the local value outside the bound). In fact, this attack case
is detected by our verification algorithm presented previously.
We recall from Section V-A that node generates a MAC,

, where is the key that node shares
with BS, and Seed (where is the
value sensed by , and are the bits equal to “1” in
the synopsis generated considering and ). Detection of
attack Case (iii) is hence possible since when BS verifies aMAC
which claims to be coming from node , BS also checks if the
reported sensed value, (which also came along the MAC), is
out of the bound. If runs an attack Case (iii), the check would
not succeed, hence the BS detecting the attack.
For the sake of completeness, we recall from Section IV-B

that it is impossible to detect Case (i), and Case (ii). However,
we also note that for Case (ii) (i.e., a compromised node
falsifies the local value within the bound), the maximum error
the compromised node can inject to the final aggregate is

( is ’s actual local value, and the max-
imum possible local value). We formally prove this statement as
a lemma in [21, appendix]. So, as long as the chance of a sensor
being compromised is not high, the impact of this attack is lim-
ited [12], [14], [17], [18].

E. Protocol Analysis and Comparison

Here, we analyze the performance and the security issues of
our verification algorithm and compare them with other algo-
rithms. To the best of our knowledge, only three other verifi-
cation algorithms have been proposed: (1) in [12]; (ii) in [14];
and (iii) in [6]. To make a fair comparison, for [14]’s algorithm
we consider only the verification phase. Table II compares these
four algorithms as the first four entries. We note that a few re-
searchers proposed attack-resilient algorithms which attempt to
solve a more difficult problem than aggregate verification at
the cost of more communication overhead and latency. We re-
port the performance of these algorithms as the last two en-
tries in Table II. However, in the rightmost column of the table,
we clearly indicate that they are not verification algorithms by
saying “NA” (not applicable). Now we discuss all entries for
each of the considered features.
Latency: Our protocol completes within one epoch3 simulta-

neously with the original synopsis diffusion algorithm. Chan et
al.’s algorithm [12] takes two epochs, while Yang et al.’s [14]
and Garofalakis et al.’s [6] algorithms take one epoch each. The
worst case latency incurring in [18] is , where
is the upper bound of Sum and is the size of the sliding
window used. Note that if the upper bound of Sum is large, then
[18] can incur high latency. The sampling-based protocol [17]
takes epochs to complete, where is the network
size.
Communication Overhead: In our protocol each node has to

forward at most MACs for each synopsis. If synopses are

3As defined in the prior work [2], an epoch represents the amount of time a
message takes to reach BS from the farthest node on the aggregation hierarchy.
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TABLE II
COMPARING OUR VERIFICATION ALGORITHM WITH OTHERS

computed, then the per-node overhead is . While we pre-
sented our protocol to compute just one synopsis, our protocol
computes multiple synopses in practice. The node congestion in
Garofalakis et al.’s algorithm is . We note that the
Sum grows with the number of nodes as well as the sensed
value while is a constant. In Chan et al.’s algorithm, the node
congestion is , where is the number of neigh-
bors of a node and is the total number of nodes. Recently, the
authors in [13] proposed a modification to Chan et al.’s scheme
that reduces the communication per node to . In
Yang et al.’s algorithm, a node needs to forward MACs in the
worst case, where is the number of groups formed in the net-
work. The node congestion in [18] is where is the
sliding window size. The per-node communication overhead in
[17] is to produce an -approximate
estimate of Sum, . To produce a similarly accurate estimate of
Sum, the value in our algorithm should be
as analyzed in [6].
Computation Overhead: During our protocol a node has to

compute at most one MAC (which is as hard as computing a
hash function) for the whole set of synopses. However, to com-
pute synopses a node has to compute hash
functions [4], [5] where is ’s sensed value. Considine et
al. [4] proposed some methods to reduce this overhead. Garo-
falakis et al.’s algorithm [6] as well as our prior work [18] have
same complexity as above. On the other hand, Chan et al.’s algo-
rithm [12] incurs hash computations per node, while
Yang et al.’s algorithm [14] and sampling-based protocol [17]
incur hash computations per node.
Approximation Error: Our current verification algorithm, the

algorithm in [18], and Garofalakis et al.’s algorithm produce
an approximate estimate of the aggregate, where the amount of
error is reduced if the number of synopses used, , is increased.
On the other hand, Chan et al.’s and Yang et al.’s algorithms
return the exact estimate if no message is lost. The algorithms
in [17] produce an -approximate estimate.
Robustness to Message Loss: Our algorithm and Garofalakis

et al.’s algorithm are robust because they use multipath routing.
In contrast, Chan et al.’s algorithm is very sensitive to communi-
cation loss, and for the verification to succeed BS has to receive
the authentication message from every node. As nodes construct
an aggregation tree, communication loss over any edgemay par-
alyze this algorithm. As a tree-based topology is used for mes-
sage routing, Yang et al.’s algorithm is also not robust. The al-

gorithms in [18] or [17] are robust against loss because they use
multipath routing schemes.
Security: Theoretically, there is a chance that our algorithm

may not detect the falsified subaggregate attack, but we can
make that probability approximately 0 by properly choosing
(Claim 5.5). Furthermore, if the attacker does succeed to

stealthily inject some “1”s in a synopsis, we have a further level
of defense. In fact, while for ease of exposition we presented the
protocol to compute just one synopsis, multiple synopses are
computed in practice. The value of these synopses are highly
correlated [8]. So, if the value of one synopsis appears to be
an outlier compared to the others, that synopsis can be rejected.
Chan et al.’s algorithm and Garofalakis et al.’s algorithm deter-
ministically detect the falsified subaggregate attack, which is an
advantage over our algorithm in the absolute term. On the other
hand, Yang et al.’s algorithm achieves probabilistic detection.
Discussion: Garofalakis et al. [6] proposed to also compute

the complementary aggregate to limit the undetected error in-
jected by a deflation attack. We can readily adapt their tech-
nique to ensure that this error is where is the upper
bound of Sum and is the approximation error of the synopsis
scheme. We note that if is the upper bound on number of
nodes and is the upper bound of any node’s sensed value,
then . Say one run of the aggregation algorithm
returns the Sum as and the node Count as . The average
sensed value (in this run), . So, the relative error is

. If this ratio is small in a spe-
cific application, this technique ensures that the damage done by
a deflation attack is limited. Further note that in Section IV-C we
already explained that this attack is very unlikely to occur in the
first place in our problem setting.
Further, we can consider number of stored keys in each node

as another performance metric. For [17], each node has to store
symmetric keys which are shared with the base sta-

tion. On the other hand, for other protocols including ours, each
node stores keys.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we report on a detailed simulation study that
examined the performance and security of our verification algo-
rithm. The evaluation is done based on several metrics, such as
false negative rate, and communication overhead.

A. Simulation Environment

Our simulations were written based on the TAG simulator [2].
In particular, we added the security functionality to the source
code provided by Considine et al., which simulates their multi-
path aggregation algorithm in the TAG simulator environment.
For our basic experimental network topology, we used a

30 30 grid with 900 sensor nodes, where one sensor is placed
at each grid point and BS is at the center of the grid, as in [4].
The communication radius of each node is unit, allowing
the nearest eight grid neighbors to be reached. We assigned a
unique ID to each sensor, and each sensor reading was a random
integer uniformly distributed in the range of 0 to 250 units. We
used the method of independent replications as our simulation
methodology. If not mentioned otherwise, each simulation
experiment was repeated 200 times with a different seed. We
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computed the 95% confidence intervals; unless shown in the
reported plot, the confidence intervals are within 5 of the
reported value. We considered packet losses and used a simple
packet loss model in which packets are dropped with a fixed
probability; if not mentioned otherwise, the loss rate is assumed
to be 10%.

B. Results and Discussion

We now present the results of the experiments. As Count can
be considered as a special case of Sum, here we discuss only the
results related to Sum aggregate.
We did not study the false positive rate of the verification pro-

tocol. Recall that integrity checks in node-to-node communica-
tion ensures that if no attack is launched, BS will receive at least
one MAC for each of the rightmost “1”s in the final synopsis
. A corrupted MAC that is a consequence of something be-

sides an attack (e.g., communication error) can reach the BS.
However, this problem is not protocol-dependent and it is out of
the scope of our work. Since the verification protocol completes
in one epoch irrespective of the final result (success or failure),
we did not study the latency in our simulation. We present the
following results for a single synopsis, which can be extended
for multiple synopses.
False Negative Rate: We considered the worst case attack

scenario: The attacker knows the network topology and the syn-
opsis computed by each node. That is, the attacker can compute
the final synopsis received by the BS. So, the attacker is able to
check if the following event, (ref. Section V-D), occurs in
the final synopsis: “1”s are present to the right of a “0” bit,
say bit . We remind the reader that the aim of the attacker is to
increase the value of Sum as much as possible while remaining
undetected. So, the attacker takes the following strategy: If
occurs, it changes all “0”s at positions to “1”s; otherwise, it
does nothing. In fact, if the attacker modifies a bit after the th
bit, that would be detected—the protocol verifies the MACs of
the rightmost “1”s. On the other hand, the attacker knows that
no bit to the left of will be verified: For each “0” there, the at-
tacker will change it to “1”. Considering this worst case attack
scenario, we assume that an attack is not detected each time an
event occurs. In our simulation, we experimentally evalu-
ated the probability for this event to occur, which we analyti-
cally studied in Section V-D. We extensively simulated the ver-
ification protocol for different values of network size (20 20,
30 30, 40 40, 50 50 and 60 60 grid sizes) and (4, 5
and 6). For each combination of these parameters, we simulated
the verification protocol times.
Fig. 6(a) reports the ratio , where is the number of cases

in which event occurred, i.e., the false negative rate. We
observe that the network size does not affect the attack detection
rate. As the sensed value is uniformly distributed between 0
to 250, the expected value of Sum is 125 multiplied with the
network size. So, from Fig. 6(a), it also follows that Sum does
not affect the detection rate. Furthermore, the probability of
to occur decreases while increases, as expected. For example,
for the false negative rate is about 0.007 while it is about
4.5 10 for .

Fig. 6. Simulation results for the verification protocol. (a) False negative rate.
(b) Bytes sent.

Communication Overhead: We compare the communication
overhead of the verification protocol to that of the original syn-
opsis diffusion (SD) approach [5]. Fig. 6(b) plots the number of
bytes a node transmits on average during the verification pro-
tocol considering different network sizes. This figure also shows
the per-node byte overhead of the original SD approach. We as-
sume that the size of a MAC is 8 bytes and the size of each syn-
opsis is 2 bytes (compressed using run-length coding as used in
[5]). In our experiment, the size of a node ID is 2 bytes and a
sensed value is represented by 2 bytes. We observe that the ver-
ification protocol costs roughly bytes of extra overhead for
each node compared with the original SD approach. We also ob-
serve that the byte overhead does not increase with the network
size, which shows the scalability of our approach.

VII. CONCLUSION

We discussed the security issues of in-network aggregation
algorithms to compute aggregates such as predicate Count and
Sum. We discussed how a compromised node can corrupt the
aggregate estimate of the base station, keeping our focus on
the ring-based hierarchical aggregation algorithms. To address
this problem, we presented a lightweight verification algorithm
which would enable the base station (BS) to verify whether the
computed aggregate was valid. For future work, we plan to de-
sign an efficient attack-resilient computation algorithm. This al-
gorithm would guarantee the successful computation of the ag-
gregate even in the presence of an attack.
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